
30 Questions To Ask About Wedding Drones
Do I really want or need a drone at my wedding? Will it be safe and legal?

1. Will my wedding venue look good from a drone?
2. My wedding is completely indoors...do I need a drone?
3. Can we just get drone shots during portrait time?
4. Does my venue have enough outdoor space for a drone (such as a park, golf course, 

vineyard, or open country)?
5. Is my wedding venue too small for a drone since it is surrounded by buildings in the 

heart of the city where drone coverage might not actually capture any part of my 
wedding?

6. How close is the nearest airport from my wedding venue? (You'd be surprised how 
many miles is "too close" for the FAA!)

7. Does it make a difference what time of year I am getting married?
8. Do I still need a drone if I'm worried it might be too hot or too cold for colorful flowers 

and green grass?
9. Will it be too dark to fly drone after a certain time?
10. When will the drone coverage be happening?
11. Will the pilot be flying during the ceremony?
12. Will the pilot be flying during the reception?
13. Will the pilot be flying during couple time or photo time?
14. Will the pilot be flying at sunset?
15. Will the pilot be flying only once or all day?
16. Is the videographer and the drone operator the same person?
17. Does the drone pilot have a drone license?
18. Can I have proof of a valid license in case the law comes to ME on my wedding day?
19. How long have you had your drone license?
20. How long have you been flying drones?
21. Do you have drone insurance?
22. What happens if there is a drone accident at the wedding?
23. Who is responsible if me or one of my guests gets hurt or property of the venue is 

damaged by the drone?
24. Will you take directions to get some specifically cool shots I want?
25. Will you be flying above 400 feet? (This is illegal!)
26. Can you capture fireworks on drone at my wedding?
27. How close to people will you get with the drone?
28. Can I see a sample of a wedding with drone coverage that you shot?
29. What kind of shots or poses are we going to do on camera that will make a drone worth 

it?
30. Is everything you're going to be doing on my wedding day safe and legal?
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